Physiology of the normal and dopamine-depleted basal ganglia: insights into levodopa pharmacotherapy.
Dopamine (DA) neurons exist in two activity states; either spontaneously firing or quiescent and nonfiring. When faced with a behavioral demand, the quiescent DA neurons can be activated to facilitate normal motor output. Levodopa appears to increase DA output by activating these nonfiring neurons; as a consequence, DA release is increased, but behavioral demand can now overwhelm the system, potentially leading to the inactivation and on/off phenomena. Levodopa administered in a pulsatile manner may also lead to the induction of synaptic plasticity within the DA systems. In the ventral mesolimbic system, this could lead to the loss of behavioral flexibility, impulsive behavior, and cognitive impairment, whereas in the dorsal nigrostriatal system, this may underlie Levodopa-induced dyskinesia. Continuous administration of Levodopa may circumvent this sensitization process, enabling a therapeutic response without limbic and motor side effects.